
Introduction Microirrigation systems (about 450,000 acres) are
the newest and most rapidly increasing type of sys-

Irrigation is extensively used for crop production tem. Only about 100,000 acres are surface (flood)
in Florida. Currently, more than two million acres irrigated.
of cropland are irrigated. Florida's large irrigated
acreage is due to low water-holding capacity soils
and nonuniform rainfall distributions, despite large Sprinkler irrigation systems
annual rainfall amounts. The high cash values of

many crops grown, and the sensitivity of yield and Sprinkler irrigation systems are systems in
many crops grown, and the sensitivity of yield and which water is applied by spraying it through the
quality to drought stress provide the economic in- air from nozzles mounted on pressurized pipelines.
centives for irrigation. Thus, water applications approximate rainfall, and

y d t t s of i s a systems are designed to apply water uniformly over
Many different types of irrigation systems are

. the crop production area.
used in Florida. This occurs because of the great
variety of crops, the relative availability of water,
diverse hydrological conditions, the costs of differ- kler b ody throuh wich wter is ducharged under
ent systems, and the fact that all irrigation systems k ler bod y through whic water roae or be fied und
are not adaptable to all types of crops and crop pro- ozzles may either rotate or be fed R-
duction systems Irrigation system selection is also tating nozzles are typically impact-driven, gear-duction systems. Irrigation system selection is also driven, or driven by the reaction as the jet of water
affected by soil type. The deep sandy ridge soils re- discharged. All of these methods use the energy

to be transp d i pie ad p - is discharged. All of these methods use the energy
quire water to be transported in pipes and pressur- of the flowing water to make the system operate.
ized irrigation systems to be used, while the high Individual sprinklers apply water to a circular or
water table flatwoods and muck soils permit thewater tale flatwoods and m soils ermt te part-circle pattern created by the nozzle rotation.
use of gravity-flow irrigation systems and open
dhes. Mcroirrigation systems are b ming in- A typical impact sprinkler is shown in Fig. 1.
ditches. Microirrigation systems are becoming in-
creasingly popular, especially in areas where peri- Fixed (spray) nozzle systems use a rigidly-

Fixed (spray) nozzle systems use a rigidly-
odic water shortages have occurred. Sprinkler sys- mounted nozzle which discharges against a deflec-
tems may be required for irrigation for freeze pro- tor plate to distribute water (Fig. 2). Circular, part-
tection, transplant establishment, crop cooling, and cir, s r, or rectangular water application pat-circle, square, or rectangular water application pat-
some field preparation procedures. terns are possible, depending on the nozzle and de-

. flector design.
Irrigation systems can be grouped into four gen-

eral classes, all of which are in use in Florida. The irrigation vary widely.Nozzle sizes for sprinkler irrigation vary widely.
four classes are: (1) sprinkler, (2) surface, (3) Sizes range from very small (1/8-inch or smaller)Sizes range from very small (1/8-inch or smaller)subirrigation (seepage), and (4) microirrigation. diameters which discharge only 1 to 2 gallons per
Most Florida acreage (about 900,000 acres) is irri-meters which discharge only 1 to 2 gallons per

Most Florida acreage minute (gpm) to very large (over 1-inch) diameters
gated with seepage systems. Sprinkler systems which discharge up to 1000 gpm.
rank second, irrigating almost 600,000 acres.

Figure 1. Typical Impact-type rotating sprinkler. Figure 2. Typical fixed nozzle (spray) Irrigation sprinkler.
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